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1 Let X>_ 1 be a real number, and let M, N be integers with N 0.
Suppose that there are w(p) residue classes a, (mod p) (]-1, ..., w(p),
Ogoo(p)p) corresponding to each prime p, and put P-l-I,xP. We
define then the integer sequence fn by

(p)

fn-- ,, pp-1 I-[ (n--ap,), (n--M+1,...,M+N).
p<:X j=l

A. elbe’B Biee method to eBtimte the qtty
M/N

z- 1
n--M+l
(fn,P) =1

from above is as follows" define multiplicative arithmetic functions w,
,p by

l--[ oo(p), if diP,
oo(d)- ,t,

O, otherwise,

(I)(q)-qpIq (1- w(P)),P

p(q)-l(q) VI o)(p)
,lq p-w(p)’

for natural numbers d, q, and put

)(d)
P(q) qx/a’ P(q)’

(q,d) =1

"+ o(d)R(d)- 1- Y.
n=M+l d
d]fn

Then we have

(.) z< + 22R([d, d]),
-=+ o(q)

qKX

where Ida, d] denotes the least common multiple o d, d, [5].
On the other hand the ]arge sieve method [1], [4] gives. p(q)(N+2X) a.

n=M+l qKX n=M+l
(n,P) =1 (fn,P) =

for arbitrary complex numbers a, (n=M$l,...,M$N), so that we
have

(.2) Z< N+2X
p(q)
qKX
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putting a--1 for all n.
Although Selberg’s method and the large sieve method give quite

similar results (1.1), (1.2), the connection between the two methods has
not been clear. The purpose of the present paper is to note that the
large sieve method can be understood as an algorithm which gives a
non-trivial estimate of the sum appearing in (1.1). Namely, we shall
prove

CX(1.3) , ,R([d, d]) <_
:’ , o(q)

with some absolute constant C>O. This shows that a remarkable can-
cellation occurs on the left hand side of this formula, in spite of the
way of choice of 2 which does not care any possibility of cancellations
in the sum.

The process proving (1.3) will show at the same time a strong con-
nection between the two sieve methods.

2. Let

Cq(n)-- e
a=l

(a,q) =1

be the Ramanujan sum, and define the multiplicative arithmetic func-
tion C*(n) of q by its value

C*,(n) C.(n) p(p)
at a prime power p". Throughout this section, we use the conventions

allb for a b, a, -and
,* for
/modq / rood q

(f(Iz),q) =1

where f(x)--,p pp-1 i-[o (x--a,) Z[x]j=l

Lemma 2.1. Let lc be an integer. Then we have

Proof.

if (f(t), p)- 1,
,* C*(h- t) p, if (f(k), p) =/= 1, -1,
moa

if (f(k), p) =/= 1, a >__ 2.
Suppose that (f(k), p)--1. If a-1, then

* C*(h- to) (p -oo(p) 1) 1
h rood p

o)(p) )-o.p o (p)
If >_ 2, then

1-0.
h rood p / rood p

Next, suppose that (f(/), p)=/= 1. If -1, then
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,* C*(h--k)-(p-oo(p)) (--11 w(p) )__p.o p (p)
If

_
2, then

* C*.(hlk)-p" * l-p"-1 *k rood p t rood p h rood p

Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2. For each positive integer q, it holds that

o(q)-- , q(q)-I ah 2.
k rood q

(a,q) =1

Proof. The right hand side o the above identity is equal to
(q)- F,* * c(h-- k)

k rood q rood q

=(q)- * * p(q/d)c(h--k)
k rood q k rood q dilq

=(q)- p(q/d)(q/d) * * c(h-- k)--p(q),
dllq k rood d k rood d

by Lemma 2.1.
Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.1. Let x,. ,xa be real numbers with min, x--x,
>0, (l]z]]--minezz--nl for zeR), and let M,N be integers with
N O. Then we have

o eomlez mber b, where the mlied eotat i the 0
mbol i absolute.

Proof. The inequality

be(--nxr) (X+2 lb
n=M+l r=l

ollows at once rom the ormula (2) o [1] using the well known act
that the maximal eigenvalues of A*A and AA* coincide, denoting the
adjoint of a matrix A by A*, see also [2]. By means of the same
smoothing technique as in [1] we now prove

=+1 =1 =1

o show this, we suose N to be sueiently large and put M+1
[(N--1) /2] --N, say, without loss of generality. Purthermore we

note the following fact" if (e) is a ositive semi-definite hermitean
matrix, then

,j

or any complex numbers . Using now the function

K()-- (m )e() (sin m/sin ),

we can easily see that
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where

be(--nx) >_ c,rb,,
n=M+l r=l

In fact

N-L--Inl e(n(x x,))).InIN-L L
Therefore, to prove the theorem, it suffices only to show

L- N--(N--L)- max IK(x--x,)-g_(x--x,)l >N--C-.
r’ =l,...,R

But, this ollows from
R [R/2] 2 -2g(x--x,)--K-(x--x,)]g(2)-2 m-<
rr’

Since 0K(a)(2[[a[)-, [[x-x, if rr’.
Q.E.D.

We now veriy (1.3), which, as mentioned in 1, is the main aim of
this paper.

We apply Theorem 2.1 with {x}--{a/q; laqX, (a, q)-l}, so
X-, and put

hen we obtain

qKX =1
(a,q) =1

qKX Piq

by Lemma 2.1, and this is equal to, (d) 2(q)o(q/d)--
dlfn q<X dlfn

(q,f n) =d

F, (d)
dlfn

E (d) E
dIf aIf alX/d

(at,d) =1
(a,t) =1

E p(m)
mX/d

(re,f n) =1

E p(m) l(a)
m<X/d [f
(re,d) =1 aim

[(a)p(a)p(1)
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F, () F,
kl <:X ad=lc
klfn (a,d) =1

(/,/,) =I

Z: p()() P
x , p--(p)
k]fn
(,)=

() =1

Combining this together with Lemma 2.2, we get

his and (1.1) rove (1.8).

g(a)g(d)p(a)

p(1)
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